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- Arryn Snowball

This work is about the Pacific Ocean, it’s about fishing, abstract poetry and a peculiar physics, 
it’s about meaning and the dissolution of being, it is about light and water, sky and horizon, 
surface and depths. 

The Slack Water project is ongoing. It just started in December 2017. It includes so far 77 
poems by Nathan Shepherdson, an acclaimed Brisbane poet and a dear friend, three art works 
on paper, each composed of 150 individual sheets, and paintings. 

A work in process
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Slack Water Notes - 

Going Deep
Oil and tempera on linen, 190 x 110 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

Nathan and I wanted to make a work about the Pacific Ocean, but the ocean is big, 
so as a place to start we decided to work from the Fisherman’s Bible: Grant’s Guide to 
Fishes. 
Nathan wrote 77 poems, using Grant’s Guide. Each poem uses only words found in 
the text on one fish. The poems are powerful, abstract, difficult, beautiful, and the 
ocean swells within them. I started by painting text from the poems in a similar way.  I 
entered the poems through fragments, cutting them up, taking poetic images - single 
lines, or phrases, or simply the shapes generated by the letters, and transformed them 
into painting. 
This is not simply an academic exercise. I select the fragments of the poems that I 
respond to, words that pull at me. The 77 poems are dense and quite abstract, yet 
they are powerful, filled with associations and energy. The poems build their own 
universe. My smallest unit is the shape produced by a letter, then a word, a phase, a 
line, and the greatest unit is a full poem. 
Although rarely mentioned, for me, the most powerful image overall is the ocean. 
It takes me back to fishing on the coast as a kid; disappearing into the colour of the 
water, the sky, the light, the movement of the tides, the great complexity of the ocean, 
its power and mystery. For me the ocean is still in the realm of the great unknown, it 
is what I miss most while living in Berlin. 

Ocean to Fish Book to Poems to Paintings 
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Slack Water Notes - 

Nathan and I during residency at the Museum of Brisbane, 2017
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- Arryn Snowball

The poems in Slack Water were constructed from Grant’s Guide to Fishes (2014 
edition) by Ern Grant (1924). The title of each poem is the page number used in the 
Guide. I grew up with two editions of this book in the house. It seemed a constant 
presence, regularly cutting a profile on either the kitchen or dining table. The idea 
that poetry written in 2017 can find purpose within tunnelled memory decades old is 
particularly rewarding. Indistinguishable from those memories are my father Gordon 
and my brother Luke, both of whom have angling knowledge on an old world scale. 
Both are capable of reading, listening and translating water into language. Clearly Ern 
Grant was privy to this language as well; and through observation, scholarship, word, 
image and an anecdotal wisdom particular to his generation created a work that is a 
cornerstone in its field.

677

i have had the privilege
of  seeing dawn and dusk
bite through daylight hours

trolling beneath the crowd
i prefer using three lines –
one short and shallow,
the second deeper,
and the third deepest and longest

their number increases
deeply incurved
straight-edged
and willingly much smaller

this fashion is leaving the water,
chilled upon capture,
and left beneath damp sacking

the great jaws open
to form a diamond-shaped box

Nathan’s introduction to the poems -



Slack Water Notes - 
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Scattered Surface, Arryn’s studio, Berlin, 2018
Oil and tempera on canvas, size variable
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- Arryn Snowball

675

with a changing repertoire of  tactics,
going deep to circle endlessly, perhaps
coming up fast – always on the wrong
side of  economic importance, thousands
are taken, heavy-bodied, towards
the great crescentic second

halfway back to the base of  the age,
in a belief  these were separate
to the level of  the second start, but never
beyond it – a feature that alone
separates it from live colour, striking
the back so deeply blue as to be black
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Slack Water Notes - 

Going Deep
Oil and tempera on linen, 190 x 110 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

I started simply, by painting lines from the poems in black paint on A3 Römerturm 
paper. It is a similar process of fragmentation that Nathan used to construct the poems 
from Grant’s Guide to Fishes. These bite size chunks were a good way to begin exploring 
the poems. I paint the words in capital letters, and then paint the surrounding space, 
so that only the internal shapes of the letters remain. This is not really a font, but a 
process that abstracts the text. There are roughly 150 sheets (so far) that are hung 
together in any order. The text remains decipherable, but letters are transformed into 
a jumble of shapes that bounce and dance across the surface, triangles and squares, 
circles and semi-circles. This work was the first to emerge from our collaboration, and 
it is literally the closest ‘translation’ of words into painting. All the other series in the 
project grew from it and in short time became very different.

Painting words (Slack Water Mammoth)
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Slack Water Notes - 

Mammoth, 2017, Installation at Chateau d’Assas le Vigan, France, 2018
Tempera on paper, 150 A3 sheets, size variable
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- Arryn Snowball

I became interested in the way that the shapes of the letters directed movement across 
the surface of the canvas. To explore this further, I started painting simple patterns on 
paper in a similar method to the way I painted the text. I divided the surface with lines, 
vertical, horizontal and diagonal, and then filled in the shapes as I chose. Sometimes 
following a pattern, but often breaking it as well. When hung together in a grid, the 
patterns swell and dance with the eye across the surface. Perhaps in a way that is similar 
to light glinting on the surface of the water. I’ve called this work Slack Water Rhythm 
Mammoth. This work became the basis for the abstract paintings.

Painting patterns (Rhythm Mammoth)
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Slack Water Notes - 

Rhythm 1
Oil and tempera on linen, 50 x 60 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

275

the trumpeter mobbed by clouds
long before the more worthwhile
can find them

named for the habit of  giving grunts
when taken from children between
planks and piers for the suicidal fun
of  listening to their captives

if  left unmolested
will remain alive all day

after which it earns
the right to be released
alive

rimmed in gold in years past
i bite avidly on worms
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Slack Water Notes - 

Mobbed by Clouds Going Deep to Circle Endlessly
Oil and tempera on linen, 150 x 50 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

For 15 years I have used very little colour in my artwork. I was focused on other 
things, such as form, transparency and movement. But there is a lot of colour in the 
poems: the bright colours of fish, the colours of water, of the sky, of light reflecting off 
surface. I have wondered if Nathan was provoking me on purpose. 

Last year I started making my own paints from the raw pigments, and a medium that 
uses egg, linseed oil and resins. Each pigment has different properties, and require 
different mixtures, some colours are bright and strong, others subdued and gentle, 
some are creamy and dense, or chalky, or gritty, others are thin and transparent. I have 
been collecting pigments and learning their properties. They are all beautiful, and 
through mixing the possibilities become endless. 

Colour
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Slack Water Notes - 

Colour Study
Oil and tempera on paper, 40 x 30 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

My colour exploration started with chromatic greys (these are greys made without the 
use of black, but through mixing opposing colours). I found myself chasing ‘magic 
grey’, a very elusive and subtle colour. It is a light bluish grey, perhaps with a greenish 
tinge, and perhaps a hint of ochre or pink in its glow. It is a subdued hue, but has a 
wonderful intensity and fullness. It floats; it is a colour that I associate with air, with 
atmosphere, with reflection. This ‘magic grey’ emerged in a few of the paintings, but I 
soon realised that it is almost impossible to mix, that it depends almost entirely on the 
colours placed near it. I started making colour studies on paper to record my mixtures 
more reliably and I developed a messy system of colour notation. I found many other 
beautiful greys, some of the richest appeared at the end of a session, when I often mix 
all the paint left on the palette. As I collected more pigments, and tested them, my 
mixtures became bolder; I started placing the greys next to deep blues and greens, 
washed out pinks and burnt oranges.

The poems are wet and dark, often filled with physical struggle, existential struggle, 
water and night, teeth and flesh, (dawn and dusk bite through the daylight hours) 
fleeting light and glowing bodies, death and colour. Even the colour is visceral (red 
tipped is sea green is flushed pink). The poems rarely rest and are filled with surreal 
physicality and bodily inversions that are matched by an intellectual insistence on 
paradox and uncertainty. I feel Nathan’s contemporary existentialism, an existentialism 
confronted, not with the classic loss of god or a nihilistic void, but with a sense of 
floating untethered in the wildness of the universe while grasping at a whole complex 
of infinities. 

Magic Grey

Poems 1 – Wet and dark
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Slack Water Notes - 

Colour Studies
Oil and tempera on paper, 40 x 30 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

As Nathan put it, our process reads like this: “In it’s simplest form, as basic description 
I suppose it’s - poems made using words about fish, that feed into paintings of words 
made from poems made from words about fish.  And beyond, wherever or whatever 
that is? We know it involves liquids - the sea, ink and paint.”

As the process unfolds, the literal content of the fish book fragments and is lost, first 
through the poems and then through the painting. And yet, through this process of 
fragmentation, complexity and the possibilities of meaning multiply. As the coherent 
units of information become smaller, the associations proliferate and grow, from 
literal meaning, through to metaphors and into metonym. This is analogous to the 
second law of thermal dynamics - Entropy: the longer things go on, the more they fall 
apart. The more complex they become, the more randomness enters the system. Until 
eventually all that is left is a seething mass of possibility.

Entropy
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Slack Water Notes - 

Gordon’s Butterflies
Oil and tempera on linen, 120 x 190 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

For the most part I prefer simple paintings. I try to keep processes in my own work 
simple. Yet, complexity naturally builds up. I don’t want to disguise any aspect of the 
process. Everything is available on the canvas, if I use pencil lines to guide the form, 
I don’t erase them later. I have stopped using a measuring tape and masking tape. I 
prefer a hand painted edge. If it is a bit wobbly, it is more alive somehow. I hope that 
the paintings retain some of the energy and openness of the process. 

As the paintings build up around me in the studio, some of them start to clump 
together into little groups. They gather associations. They find titles for themselves 
from the poems. Paintings are vessels for meaning, like a bowl they want to fill up with 
things, no matter how much you empty them out. It seems the emptier a painting is, 
the greater the size of the metaphors that come to rest in it.

Painting and meaning
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Slack Water Notes - 

Downwind
One Above and One Below 
Some Authorities
All oil and tempera on linen, 50 x 150 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

The poems are filled not only with physicality, but with their own physics. At times 
Nathan insists on his paradoxes with the voice of an expert, like a lonely mathematician, 
or an old fisherman who knows his waters. I am often unsure if they hold a deeper 
meaning, or are only another playful false absolute, and these moments of intellectual 
reflection will often be followed by a return to visceral surrealism. There are few points 
of rest, and few comforts or consolations.

In this struggle with being, Nathan has a kind of detached awareness of the impossibility 
of direct knowledge. He undoes objects and ideas through word play and abstraction, 
each fragment of understanding leads only to more paradoxes and the ambiguity 
proliferates through absurdities and false absolutes. Like a drowning physicist who is 
distracted from his predicament by bubbles are floating downwards rather than up. 
Perhaps because of all the visceral imagery, being (both mind and body) are committed 
and absorbed in this great whirlpool of fragmented meaning. 

Poems 2 –Physics and meaning
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Slack Water Notes - 

Red Tipped is Sea Green is Flushed Pink, 2018 
Oil and tempera on linen, 150 x 110 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

31

the long strap, and the tiny second,
a ridge of hard tissue along the midline,
with two others running parallel,
one on either side

awaiting nightfall;
it offers no fight
as it is the surface
where (if lucky)
the line is cut
to set it free;

photographers trade on the mystique,
by filming wrestling, portraying
a false image of risk, portraying
a false image, the zebra lays
its eggs in horny black rubble

greater examples are rarely seen

a sluggish swimmer, its very attractive
colour-markings, combined with its docility,
make it an excellent subject
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Slack Water Notes - 

The Long Strap and the Tiny Second, 2018, 
Oil and tempera on linen, 150 x 110 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

The word Surface appears often in the poems, 32 times in fact.  In Grant’s Guide to 
Fishes, it is used literally, because when you’re fishing, the thing that occupies most of 
your vision and attention is the surface of the water. This surface is an acute division 
between our world of air and light and the murkier world underneath. Surface as 
a division recurs often in the poems, not only with the word itself but also in lines 
such as: One above and one below or The divided lateral line. However, in the poems 
the clarity of this division, of this duality, is often undermined, reversed or collapsed. 
The surface is taken further into an abstraction. The whole universe flattens to one 
plane, like a theoretical object in physics. Surface becomes an absolute, it becomes a 
mirror, an event-horizon, a sublime edge of possible understanding. Furthermore, as 
all objects are bodily in these poems, the surface of the water is transformed into both 
limit and being. For example: The line the surface greatly swollen, I have come to read 
this fragment as a comment on the horizon. The horizon and the surface of the water 
are basically the same thing, just viewed from a different angle. Nathan transforms 
this into an existential moment before a mathematical phenomenon of limit. And 
once again, through the word swollen, it feels bodily.

306

it is uniformly so vivid
that the body inclines
towards or away from
the viewer

graceful filaments confer
upon the diamond itself

saline glows gold as the body

equal black its travelling-companion

mirrors lie on their sides

Poems 3 – Surface and being
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Slack Water Notes - 

Driven to the Surface, 2018, 
Oil and tempera on linen, 120 x 90 cm

Saline Glows, 2018, 
Oil and tempera on linen, 120 x 90 cm
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- Arryn Snowball

273

daylight a favourite prey of dusk
as the night advances to disperse
another session at first light,
after sun, they move away
haphazardly

custom dies hard because it is still

in closure, a perception had become
somewhat questionable, ran contrary
to a great mass

it appears there is no constancy,
there is no charter, for i have
proven models have little relevance
unless they are combined

act as if techniques possess nothing
incomprehensible from the truth
transforming nothing into truth
incomprehensible from nothing

this bone is covered
with a delicate black skin

if this black skin is lost
through abrasion its pearl
reaches a weight of 16 lb
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Slack Water Notes - 

Scattered Surface 13, 2018, 
Oil and tempera on linen, 50 x 40 cm

Scattered Surface 11, 2018, 
Oil and tempera on linen, 60 x 40 cm
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